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Quench dynamics of inhomogeneous interac3ng Lu5nger liquids

Understanding  the mechanisms at stake when a many-body system is driven out of 
equilibrium is a central challenge in quantum physics. In this context, a typical protocol 
consists in suddenly changing a parameter of an isolated quantum gas, a process called 
quantum quench. Following the quench, the local observables ini9ate an out-of-
equilibrium evolu9on and, eventually, relax into a thermodynamic phase captured by 
conven9onal equilibrium sta9s9cal physics. How this long-9me equilibrium is reached is, 
however, a nontrivial problem in general, involving mechanisms that require the 
development of specific methods able to faithfully capture dynamical effects.

During this M2 internship, we will study the quench dynamics of one-dimensional 
quantum gases described by the interac9ng Lubnger-liquid model [1]. Precisely, we will 
aim at characterizing the relaxa9on of an ini9al inhomogeneity of the quantum gas up to 
its final thermaliza9on, a typical scenario considered in state-of-the-art experiments. 
This relaxa9on is governed by phonon-phonon interac9ons, which exhibit peculiar 
proper9es in that system [2].

The project will be conducted at Laboratoire Kastler Brossel in Sorbonne Université, 
within the "Quantum Theory, Atoms and Fields" group. It will involve a mixture of 
theore9cal and numerical methods [3], such as non-equilibrium QFT calcula9ons, 
deriva9ons of quantum kine9c equa9ons and their numerical resolu9ons.
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